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Abstract :  Consider a traditional life insurance contract paid with a single premium.  In
addition to mortality factors, the relationship between the fixed amount of benefit and the
single premium depends on the interest rate (calculation rate).  The calculation rate can be
interpreted as the average rate the insurance company must earn on its investment in the
insurance period to fulfill its future obligations.

In many countries the traditional life insurance products include a fixed percentage
guarantee on each year's return.  This annual guarantee comes in addition to the fixed
benefit.  Furthermore, no extra premium is charged for this guarantee.

In this article we present a model for the valuation of life insurance contracts
including a guaranteed minimum return.  The model is based on the notion of no arbitrage
opportunities from the theories of financial economics.

Numerical examples indicate that these guarantees may have substantial market
values.



1. Introduction

The topic of this paper is the valuation of a periodical minimum return embedded in life

insurance contracts. These guarantees are typically included in traditional life insurance

products, such as endowment insurances, and are not necessarily connected to more

modem products like variable life insurance etc. By issuing traditional life contracts with

fixed benefits the insurer guarantees an average rate of return of the contracts. In several

countries, e.g., USA and Norway, the insurance companies guarantee the insured an

annual minimum return on his policy (in Norway this rate is 3%), in addition to the fixed

benefit. Historically, this guarantee was included as a part of the contract at a time when

the observed interest rate was high. No extra premium is charged for the guarantee.

In this paper we develop a model for pricing such guarantees. First, a pricing principle for

insurance contracts with random interest rates is required. The typical approach in the

actuarial literature is to model the interest rate by a stochastic process and price life

insurance contracts according to the traditional principle of equivalence, an approach widely

accepted under deterministic interest rates. Our approach is different. In a companion

paper, Persson (1996), a model for pricing life insurance contracts under stochastic interest

rates based on economic theory is developed. The main result of this model is that single

premiums of life insurance contracts still may be calculated as expected present values, but

in the presence of stochastic interest rates a risk adjusted probability measure must be

applied, instead of the original probability measure. This result follows from the theory of

arbitrage pricing from financial economics. Compared to the classical principle of

equivalence our approach includes a model of the financial market and restricts the

insurance companies investment possibilities to the securities traded in this market. For

simplicity, the security-market in this model consists only of bonds.

By a participating policy we refer to a contract where the insured is entitled to a share of the

surplus if the realized interest rate during the insurance period is above the assumed interest

rate. This property is included in many real-life life insurance contracts. Instead of the

absolute amount of benefit it is natural to focus on the rate of return of the policy,i.e., we

study the amount of insurance available for one currency unit. In addition, the insured

must pay a loading for the participating option. The market price of this loading is

determined for a certain specification of a participating policy.

By partitioning the insurance period the periodical minimum

may be considered as sequence of participating policies. The
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policy including a minimum guarantee is then determined.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the economic model. In section 3

market based loadings for participating policies and participating policies with minimum

guarantees are determined. In section 4 these results are compared. Section 5 contains

some concluding remarks.

2. Economic Model
A unit discount bond is a financial asset that entitles its owner to one currency unit at

maturity without any intermediate coupon payments and without any default risk. We

particular Bs(s) = 1.

A finite time horizon T, which later is interpreted as the insurance period, is imposed.

traded in a frictionless market (no transaction costs or taxes and no restrictions on short-

sale) with continuous trading opportunities. 

We assume the short interest rate, which is the only state variable, is given by the following

Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process

where m,q,v are positive constants interpretable as the long-range mean to which r t tends to

revert, the speed of adjustment and the volatility factor, respectively. In addition, the initial

interpretable as the market price of interest rate risk, see Vasicek (1977). We assume that

the interest rate process under Q equals

[1]

where
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and Wt is a Brownian motion under Q. This process is still an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck

process, the parameter representing the long-range mean m is now replaced by the

parameter d.

The solution to the above stochastic differential equation is

o

For future use we define the quantity

[2]

Observe that also Rt is normally distributed under Q with mean

[4]



[5]

and variance

which for i = nt can be simplified to

We limit the analysis to single premiums. In principle it is straightforward to generalize

the analysis to periodical premiums which is most common in practice.

and

[7]

respectively.
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3. Insurance policies with guaranteed periodical return

Now we consider different life insurance policies. For the moment we ignore mortality

factors and assume first that all policies expire at the fixed future date t. The assumptions

of risk neutrality with respect to mortality and independence between mortality and financial

factors make it straightforward to incorporate mortality factors.

The first life insurance contract we consider is the standard text book life insurance

(abstracting from mortality factors), a fixed amount K is payable at time t. From the

assumed economic model the single premium of this policy is

We next consider a participating policy. That is, the insured is entitled to the maximum of a

fixed benefit and the insurer’s realized return. Whether or not exactly this policy is

observed in real life is not so important. Our prime use of it is as a building block when we

study the interest guarantees. We employ the “amount of insurance” formulation and

describe the amount of insurance as

that is, the maximum of the promised rate of return g and the realized return. Thus, by this

contract the insured receives the entire rate of return exceeding the rate g.



[8]

The last policy reconsider is a participating policy with a periodically guaranteed

minimum return. Whereas g in the above contract is interpreted as an average guaranteed

return over the term of the contract, the following policy guarantees a rate of return in each

sub-period of the insurance period.

of the insurance period. The insurer guarantees a constant minimum rate of return gi in sub-

lemmas.



Proof?

From expression [8] we may write

Lemma 2

The market based loading for a participating policy expiring with a guaranteed minimum

return at time t is

independence. Hence

The result follows by the same arguments as above on each factor in the last product. 

We now incorporate mortality factors and calculate the proper loadings for a pure

endowment contract and a term insurance.



We obtain from expressions [6] and [7], the assumptions of risk neutrality with respect to

mortality and independence between mortality and financial factors, and the previous two

lemmas, we obtain

[9]

[10]

and

for the four different policies, respectively. For the pure endowments contracts the

loadings are just the loadings found earlier weighted by the probability for payment. This

interpretation carries roughly over to the term insurances as well.

4. Numerical examples and comparisons

In the numerical calculations we use an annual grid. We consider policies with from 1 to

10 years insurance period. The assumed parameters of the interest rate process [1] are

given in table 1.

Table 1. Interest Rate Parameters and Market Price of Interest Rate risk.

It then follows that d = 0,16. We have assumed that both types of guarantees, g and g1 for
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all i, equal g = ln(1,04). This corresponded to the guarantee previously used in Norway.

As for the parameters of the interest rate process and the market price of risk the numbers

used are of approximate the same magnitude as examples found in standard finance

textbooks, e.g., Hull (1989). This reference can also be consulted for arguments

explaining why the market price of interest rate risk is negative.

Using these parameters we obtain the following market based loadings in percent from

Lemmas 1 and 2.

Table 2. Marked Based Loadings for the Base Scenario.

Casual experiments indicate that these market based loading are increasing in the parameters

v, g, and t, and decreasing in q, m, and r0.
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Table 3. Market based loadings for Alternative Scenarios.

high initial interest rate I actuarial method I high

0,00% 0,00% 0,37% 0,37% 1 ,05%

0,04% 0,43% 1,45% 2,36% 3,15%

0,15% 1,95% 3,03% 6,15% 5,84%

0,34% 4,76% 5,04% 11 ,87’% 9,01%

0,61% 8,97% 7,44% 19,69% 12,68%

1,32% 22,06% 13,42% 42,79% 21,70%

1,75% 31,25% I 17,01% 58,91% 27,25%

2,20% 42,49% 21,05% 78,85% 33,68%

2,68% 56,07% 25,56% 103,39% 41,18%

volatility

v - 0,1

1,05%

13,07%

67,17%

101,03%

14,78%

302,91%

Incorporating mortality factors is done by the 1983 Individual annuity mortality table found

in Black and Skipper (1987). The insurance period are assumed to be 10 years. The

loadings are calculated from our base case presented in Tables 1 and 2. The market based

loadings for the pure endowment policies follow from the expressions labeled [9]. The

similar loadings for the term insurances are discretized the natural way

where qx(i) represents the probability for an x year old insurer to die in the period (i – 1, i].



Table 4. Market Based Loadings for Pure Endowment Contracts

30 I 9,30% I 78,32%

50 I 8,86% I 74,56%

For the term insurances the similar loadings are given in Table 5.

Table 5. Marked Based Loadings for term Insurance Contracts.

age participating guaranteed

30 0,97% 1,22%

50 5,98’% 7,54%

If we consider a guaranteed term insurance with benefit $50 000 and insurance period 10

year, the single premium would have been $306 and $2356 for a 30 and a 50 year old

male, respectively, given our pricing framework. The two market based loadings for an

annual guarantee rate of ln(1,04) would then have been $18 and $178, respectively.

5. Concluding Remarks
In this paper we present a model which is a suitable framework for valuation of periodically

guaranteed returns. Since we are concerned about rates of return, we adopt an “amount of

insurance formulation” instead of studying absolute amounts. Our model, including a

financial market where bonds are traded, leads to two formulas for the marked based

loadings of participating and guaranteed insurance contracts.

Our numerical examples indicate that such guarantees may have substantial market values.
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